
The Music, Mind and Technology 
Master´s Programme Presents:

	 Dynamic Tonality:
	 New Musical Synthesis and Interfaces  

Anthony Prechtl - Computer Keyboard & Arabic Oud 
Andrew Milne - Thummers

Aki Tulikari - Drums

We will be showcasing two contemporary musical interfaces – the Thummer and 
a standard computer keyboard - as well as a specially designed synthesizer. This 
synthesizer, The Viking, is capable of  real-time control of  timbre and tuning, giving the 
user the ability to smoothly transition between tunings and automatically match or adjust
the timbre in relation to the tuning.  Our performance consists  of three distinct sections. 
The first is highly improvisational and begins in 12-tone equal temperament and moves  to 
5-tone equal temperament. The second is a composed piece in 19-tone equal 
temperament. The last section is  an atonal improvisation in 11-tone equal temperament. 
With The Viking synthesizer, we will take you on an epic voyage through uncharted 
regions of  the great sea of  tunings.

	 From Live Performance to Hi-Fi Recording: 
	 The Mixing and Editing Groups 

Valeri Tsatsishvili
Taisia Sokolova

Anna Rozanovskaya
Pasi Saari

Aarne Täysikuu

Hear what kind of things can be made with new technologies  of recording, 
mixing and editing.  Includes a description of our work in the studio and a live 
performance!  Basically our idea is  to make music sound as live as  possible.  We don’t 
want it to sound recorded, mixed and edited, but to make it sound live and vibrant. 

The song is  called Ja Mä Kehrään by Musica´s very own Outi Puupponen and is 
about the games we play when we fancy someone.  It was written during an English 
lecture here in Jyväskylä.   (The professor will not be named here.)  

	 	 	 	 `Hit me with your words
	 	 	 	 	  Paralyse me with your smile
      But don’t stop the game.
      If  you’d look at me nicely
       I’d make a face at you.` 

World 
Premiere

A Performance



     Test your Ears:
	 The Brutal Murder of  the 3rd Movement of  
 Tchaikovsky’s 1st Piano Concerto

Ezekiel Oak Brockmann
David A. Johnson

Taisia Sokolova 
The Ghost of  Tchaikovsky

Can you tell what is natural human musical expression and what is  not?  The aim 
of this act is  to blur the distinctions between expressive computer performances  and 
human performances. You decide which version is your favourite as human and computer 
work together to all of the flamboyant sounds of the Vienna Symphonic Orchestra 
sample library.  Due to much manipulation and coercion Tchaikovsky’s Ghost will also be 
joining us to play part of his 1st Piano Concerto, although he is no match for MMT’s 
very own Taisia Sokolova.

	 Visualisations to Music: 
	 See The Sound

Sam "Animal" Down 
Enrico "E" Glerean 

Utilising some of the latest software, much of it homemade, you will be shown 
how musical parameters can be represented graphically and visually, with some striking 
effects! You will see a Self-Organising Map (SOM) that can identify and display the key of 
a piece of  music, a cloudy sky that changes according to sound intensity, a "mood plane"
that loops videos according the emotional content of  music and TechnofreaX, our pride 
and joy - a psychedelic visualisation for electronica clubs that responds to the beat of  the 
tune! 

This is just the start, and as we will explore.  The possibilities for using this kind of 
technology are endless! 

	 New Musical Interfaces II:
	 	 Wiimote Workshop

Alex Reed
Karolien Dons
Tuukka Tervo

The Birdman of  Wii  (Formerly known as Harty Ffarqhar) 
Present...
Wii, loops, nunchuck, pingpong, accelerometers, candles, toggles, blueteeth, yawing, and 
a whole lot more ... engendered from deep within the bowels of  room M206...
	

       Postlude:
	 	 What A Wiinderful Wiirld

Dr. Strangelove


